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by Ronnie Williamson

Please take note of these key Scriptures I have chosen for 
our theme in 2021:  Matthew 6:33 says, “But seek ye first the 
kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things 
shall be added unto you.”  Isaiah 40:31 states, “But they that 
wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength; they shall mount 
up with wings as eagles…”  Consider also Isaiah 60:8a, “Who are 
these that fly as a cloud…”  

The child of God is to seek 
first the kingdom of God. The 
character and right doing is 
that of royal citizenship. This 
seeking is to be our passion 
and pursuit. The child of 
God’s life is in constant and 
continual seeking of the 
spiritual, and in so doing 
righteousness, God will 
provide the things, add the 
things that are needed. This 
is a package promise. As 
we wait upon the LORD, He 
renews, restores, revives, 
and resources our flight 
above the worldly cares of 
earthlings. We will mount 
up with wings as eagles and 
take flight above the fray of 
this worrisome world. Isaiah 
knew we could fly around 
the world (Isa. 40:22) before 
these pseudo-scientist knew diddly about this globe. Why, the 
very conversion of our soul is flying as a cloud into the loving 
arms of the Son Jesus (Isa. 60:8a). Should we crawl in the dust 
and dirt of this care and corruption? No, we can fly! Soar high 
and swoop down to pick up the gold, silver, and precious stones 
instead of wallowing among wood, hay, and stubble. 

Orville and Wilbur Wright had a dream. That dream took thinking 
outside the box, solving unsolvable problems and reaching 
unreachable heights. Just 66 years after their first flight, Apollo 
11 reached the moon. From Kitty Hawk to Tranquility Base the 
Eagle has landed. Fabric and wood pieces from the Wright 
Brothers 1903 plane flew with Neil Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” 
Aldrin, Jr. aboard the Lunar Module Eagle that landed on the 
moon in 1969. 

So how did they do that? I’m so glad you asked that question. The 
Wright Brothers had a dream of making the impossible possible. 
Inscribed on the Wright Brothers monument, Kitty Hawk, N.C., 
are these words, “In commemoration of the conquest of the air 

by the brothers Wilbur and Orville Wright conceived by genius. 
Achieved by dauntless resolution and unconquerable faith.”  

Do you have a dream? With your own dream and imagination 
ponder these “Wright Principles.”  

From the windswept sands of the terrestrial, we can take the 
wings of eagles to spiritual heights. Our key verses give us 
direction for this incredible accomplishment. 

“But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness; 
and all these things shall be added unto you.”  We must seek 
first. This is the first use of the phrase, “the kingdom of God.”  

In Matthew 3 verse 2, we find 
the first use of the phrase, 
“the kingdom of heaven.”  Our 
seeking of the kingdom involves 
the spiritual, physical, and 
the eternal. We cannot over 
emphasize, “seek ye first.”  

“But they that wait upon the 
LORD shall renew their strength; 
they shall mount up with wings 
as eagles…”  Here is where we 
must strengthen our faith. The 
fastest you will ever run toward 
your dream is to wait upon the 
Lord.  Faith comes by waiting on 
the Lord in His Word. There is 
no way to strengthen your faith 
apart from God’s Word. 

“Who are these that fly as a 
cloud…” (Isa. 60:8a). Salvation is 
foundational. “Therefore leaving 
the principles of the doctrine of 

Christ, let us go on unto perfection.” (Heb. 6:1).

The principles here are the beginnings (first).  In the beginning 
God. We must get this first, right. “In the beginning was the 
Word.”  These firsts are essential to Doctrine. Here is the 
Doctrine of Christ, the Logos, The Word. With these principles 
laid in foundation we move on to perfection. Today there is 
dearth of discernment and maturity in the church. Maybe, just 
maybe we have not flown into the Son and this self-will and 
flesh consumed by His Magnificent Radiance, Power, and Grace. 
It is told that as a test of worthiness the eagle holds its young up 
facing the sun. The bird that cannot stare into the sun but rather 
turns its eyes away are cast out of the nest. 

      Isa. 60:8a
First in Flight

•	 The Wright Brothers sharpened their skills.
•	 Believed and practiced those skills.
•	 They did not give up.
•	 Anticipated set-backs.
•	 Make the “Wright connections” (people).
•	 Keep on learning.
•	 Mitigate risks—avoid danger that would keep you 

from going on toward your dream.
•	 Overcome challenges with perseverance and 

humor.
•	 Read, think, work and test.
•	 Seek advantages.
•	 Think outside the box. 
•	 Solve your problems.
•	 Stay balanced, take control, and responsibility.

Wright Principles

Turn your eyes upon Jesus
Look full in his wonderful face

And the things of earth will grow strangely dim
In the light of his glory and grace.



PRAYER LETTER
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRAYERS AND PARTNERSHIP!

(Detach this page, post, and pray!)

Pray for us!

More Updates

• The shipment of over 11,000 
special edition Spanish John/
Romans to Venezuela - These 
Scriptures have been printed 
exclusively for The Voice in 
the Wilderness to ship to Ven-
ezuela during a very critical 
time for not only the country 
of Venezuela, but precious 
church ministries in Venezuela. 
Thank you Gunning Road Bap-
tist Church for assembling all 
the Scriptures. Pray now as we 
seek to ship to pastors soon!

•  Mission @ Risk, a special ser-
mon booklet, will be printed 
soon in English and Spanish.

•  Angel with a Bushy Beard 
Spanish translation is com-
plete.

• Sadhu Sundar Singh testimo-
ny in Hindi is being proofed 
and soon to be printed. Pray 
for this witness!

• Pray for new supporters in 
2021. You can help! Share The 
Voice in the Wilderness with 
family and friends.

• Mobile Bible Bag #2 is ready 
to ship!    
     
     
     
 

The Theme For 2020 as you remember was “VISION 2020 - Seeing The Eternal.” And 
did we ever! These are indeed perilous times and our LORD has been revealing HIS Eternal 
Truths if  we will but see. By the way did you see through the Confusion and Corruption? 
Certainly God’s grace versus government’s gorging on its stolen power was apparent. I 
hope you saw the trick coming. Government may say “We forgive,” but, believe me, corrupt 
government never forgets. They do no favors, no handouts without strings attached. As this 
treasonous takeover continues, they will be knocking on the church-house door to collect.

Christian Schools and accredited Christian Colleges will either pay up or shut down. 
But seeing the Eternal helped many to avoid that anti-christ trap. Without 2020 Vision 
government will take you farther than you want to go, keep you longer than you want to 
stay and cost you, Church, more than you can ever pay. But you saw it coming, right?

So here we are. If  our LORD JESUS CHRIST did not return by the time this printed 
“Voice” arrives may 2021 give us fresh anointing for the 
battles ahead. This New Years Theme is “First in Flight.” 
Please take time to read the enclosed challenge. GOD help 
us to seek FIRST Thy Kingdom. May we mount up with 
wings as eagles and soar to new heights for your honour, 
glory and praise. Amen!

Update
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For Christ and souls, 

Ronnie L. Williamson
Isa. 40:31
Happy Trails!

I will pray for The Voice in the Wilderness

Enclosed is a SUSTAINING gift for the ministry. $_________ 

Enclosed is an offering for Resources $__________ 
       (Complete other side)

Enclosed is an offering IN HONOR      / IN MEMORY          
    of:_______________________________    
                Amount  -  $___________________

I will be a Constitution Defender $________

Enclosed is an offering to help ship over 
    11,000 Scriptures to a Venezuelan Pastor
       $__________________ 

We want to hear from you!
Complete, Detach & Return to PO Box 7037, Asheville, NC  28802

(name of person)

We would like to pray with you. 
List your special requests:

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Send me a Softback Copy of The Constitution Defender               Hardback Copy
I will sponsor the printing of The Constitution Defender with a special offering.
I am interested in multiple copies for a special event or group. My Phone # is ______________

Please send email updates. My email is:_______________________



Your offering is vital. Please use this response form to: submit your offering, request a resource gift listed below, and 
submit prayer requests to The Voice in the Wilderness (See other side)

Resource Request Form

Response Form

His Voice Shakes the Wilderness
Beyond Civilization
More Precious Still-Marriage & Home

           with a $2 offering
Heritage Lapel Pin
KJB Lapel Pin
Smiley Booklet Tract-10/pk
Joy Prayer Journal (Youth)
MTA Devotional Book (Youth)

Miracle in Venezuela*        India
Selflessness, Sacrifice, Duty, Honor*
Suffer the Little Children
How to be a Prayer Partner
Public Education
Suicide*              Cremation
To Spank or Not to Spank
Biblical Approach to the Aged Years
Marriage, Divorce, & Remarriage
Black Testimonies*       Coconut Story

  Hall of Faith Card Sets
Commandment Card Set
KJB Hall of Faith Card Set
Heroes of the Faith Card Set
Unreached People Group Set
Luke 2 Birth of Jesus Card Set
Matthew 28 Resurrection Set
PUP:Precept Upon Precept Series
   -Bible Memory, Death, Life,     
    Creation Mini-Brochures

              Booklets
Truth or Myth: Confederate Flag
From Genesis to Transgender
Dr. J. Royce Thomason Biography
Sadhu Sundar Singh Biography*
Angel with the Bushy Beard Biography
Mission @ Risk*
The Constitution Defender
Soft Cover ($8)      Hard Cover ($15)

              with a $10 Offering                                    with an offering                               with a $2 offering                     with a $5 offering

 Hall of Faith Card 
Sets - Tips, tools, & 
memory techniques 
to help in Bible 

memory

Mini-brochure 
teaching series for 
children on Bible 

Memory, Death, Life 
& Creation

Brochures
Booklets

Books

Witness Tools

Bible Memory 
and Youth

*Spanish Resources 
Available upon Request

His Voice Shakes the 
Wilderness-

A detailed account by 
Sophie Muller of her 
lifetime of missionary 
work in the Jungles of 

South America
Beyond Civilization-

Further details of 
Sophie’s ministry 

including her “Jungle 
Methods” used by 

Indian lay leaders in 
the jungle

Heritage Lapel Pin-
Lapel pin picturing the 
Christian flag, US Flag, 

Star of David, Alpha & Omega, Bible, Eagle - 
beautifully displayed on a full-color description card

Smiley Booklet Tract - 2”x2” gospel message   
                    booklet tract - English
Truth or Myth - Confederate Flag & Revival Camps 
Biographies - Dr. Thomason, Sundar Singh, 
              Major Dudley Gardiner 
Sermon - Mission @ Risk

A Miracle in India & 
Miracle in Venezuela - 
The testimony of  Baba and the story 

of  building a church in Venezuela
Suicide & Cremation- Biblical help 
How to be a Prayer Partner & 
Suffer the Children - Praying

effectively for missionaries & tips on child evangelism
Marriage, Divorce, & Remarriage - a trilogy 

series examining God’s plan for marriage
Black Testimonies, Public Education, 
The Aged Years, To Spank or Not to 
Spank - Biblical truths for sensitive issues
Selflessness, Sacrifice, Duty, Honor - A 

Father’s Testimony & the story of  Butch O’Hare

Packed full of  wit, 
humor, illustrations, 
and important Scrip-
tures, key Biblical el-
ements of  a Godly 
marriage and home 
are unfolded in this 
study book by Dr. 
Ronnie Williamson.

With a simple 
overview of  all 
seven Articles 
of  the Constitu-
tion and history 
surrounding the 
writing, you will 
be challenged in 

faith, duty and patriotism. Be a Consti-
tution Defender! Soft or Hard Cover

A verse-by-verse 
layman’s study of 

The Book of Revelation 
by founder of The Voice, 
Dr. J. Royce Thomason.

Each book includes 
study question sections 
along with illustrations 

to aid learning and 
understanding. 

Five-Volume Study Set

Resources For You

1/21

out-of-stock

the truth is as simple as the  a   b   c  ’s
“”A ll have sinned, and come short...” Romans 3:23
“”B  elieve in thine heart...” Romans 10:9

C ommit and Confess - Romans 10:9,10
“Dear“Dear God, I know I am a sinner and Jesus died on the 
cross, shedding His blood and rose from the grave for 
me. Forgive me of my sins and thank you for salvation by 
grace through faith in Jesus Christ my Lord, Amen.”

Presented by 
The Voice in the Wilderness

for
Centennial Celebration

of the Ministry of Dr. J. Royce Thomason,
Founder, The Voice in the Wilderness

FFor Permissions and other Resource Information:
PO Box 7037

Asheville, NC  28802
www.thevoiceinthewilderness.org

Dr. James Royce Thomason
A Lifetime Testimony of Service 

        through the ministry of 

                         The Voice 
                            in the 

                         Wilderness

With hat and boots, this Red River cowboy traveled the 
globe chronicling his ministry for the Lord in The Voice 
in the Wilderness publication.  From tent meetings and 

dentistry to preaching and writing, 
Dr. J. Royce Thomason’s unique testimony, as told in 
his own words, will surely inspire and challenge your 

own service for the Lord. 

NEW!

NEWLY

   REVISED!

Book of Revelation Study Set ($40)



When we cannot GO
we SHIP!

Christmas Thanks

Witness
in Hindi

The Voice in the Wilderness packaged 20 Christmas boxes 
filled with Scriptures, rice, beans, yummy chocolate nutella, 
other goodies and an offering. What an exciting time when 
the courier arrived with our special delivery to pastor friends 
in Venezuela. The need is great! What a privilege to be a 

part of what God is doing. Thank you!

The distant whistle of the train caused 
Sundar’s heart to jump and sud-
denly his mind raced out of control. 
Life flashed before him with dizzying 
recollection. Out of this valley would 
emerge either Life or Death. In just a 
few moments, Sundar Singh would ei-
ther know TRUTH or meet Damnation 
beneath the grinding steel of a speed-
ing train. No longer would he contin-
ue in this uncertainty, hopelessly 
groping through the dark maze 

of religion. 
Follow the miraculous steps of 
Sundar Singh presented in a 
gripping novel-style certain to 
challenge your walk with Christ. 
In 2020, some 20 years after Dr. 
Williamson was introduced to 
this powerful story in India, the 
Lord gave opportunity to trans-
late into Spanish and Hindi this 
unique witness. Above is pictured the English cover and a 
proof page in Hindi of the Sundar work. Please pray as we 
print and distribute this testimony, and if you have never 

read the account, request your own copy today! 

The Mobile Bible Bag 
has been well-RECEIVED!
This unique package filled 
with evangelistic teaching 
tools for children’s minis-
try is an excellent witness 
tool for churches. Another    
Mobile Bible Bag is ready 

for shipping to a Bible Insti-
tute that trains hundreds of 

Christian workers.
Will you help?

We continue to receive specialized editions of 
John/Romans Scriptures. Pray as we organize 

new shipments. Your giving continues this 
needed witness in Venezuela.

Many of YOU 
responded to:

Help send a 
Christmas box!



FROM HERE AND THERE
NEWS BITSBIBLICAL ALERT 

Podcast

Listen each day to the Biblical Alert Podcast. Go to our website                
www.thevoiceinthewilderness.org for immediate access. 

A recent Podcast issued the following Alert:

Already some have warned about saying 2021 will be better. 
Or they warned, at least, about saying 2021 can’t get any 
worse. Watch out! 2020 was one for the books, but thank 
God we have the Book, God’s Holy Book to stand upon. I 
used to say it hair-lipped the devil, but now it hair-lips a lot 
of preachers to say the King James Bible. So on January 1, 
2020, and on January 1, 2021, God’s preserved, pure, pow-
erful Word the King James Bible, has not changed. The Dis-
trict of Corruption may change, your church, music, dress, 
way of doing worship, may change. You may even change 
Bibles, put a bunch of different Bibles on the screen, but 
God’s Word is forever settled. God cannot lie. Stand on His 
Book in 2021! We’ve chosen as a theme for our ministry 
this year, First in Flight. Scripture says, “But seek ye first 
the Kingdom of God and His righteousness and all these 
things shall be added unto you.” The child of God is to seek 
first the Kingdom of God - the character and right doing 
of that royal citizenship. This seeking first is to be our pas-
sion and pursuit, righteousness, and right-doing. If we will 
pursue that first, God’s Kingdom, God will provide the re-
sources that we need. This is a package deal - us seeking 
first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness - and God 
will add the things that we need. We can soar high above 
the fray and swoop down to pick up the gold and silver 
and precious stones instead of warring among the wood, 
hay, and stubble. Orville and Wilbur Wright had a dream. 
It took thinking outside the box, solving the unsolvable 
problems and reaching unreachable highs. Just 66 years 
after their first flight, Apollo 11 reached the moon. From 
Kitty Hawk to Tranquility Base, the Eagle had landed. Fab-
ric and wood pieces, from the Wright Brothers 1903 plane, 
flew with Neil Armstrong and Edwin Buzz Aldrin, Jr. aboard 
the lunar module Eagle that landed on the moon in 1969. 
From the earth to the moon in 1903 seemed impossible, 
but remember, child of God, in 2021 seek first the King-
dom of God and His righteousness and all these things 
shall be added onto you.

A Year for the books - More political corruption and power 
grab, COVID 19, riots and death apply to 2020. It was a year 
of testing. Testing of families, Churches and a nation. I think 
it was a year of exposure. Governments may have mandat-
ed mask but in many ways corruption, collusion and confu-
sion was laid bare for all that will see the TRUTH. Yes, a year 
for the books, but I’m glad to say we have GOD’S BOOK to 
stand upon and HIS BLESSED HOPE even in perilous times. 
I will not elaborate on the January 2021 cover of “National 
Geographic.” But the magazine had to change photos of the 
statue of General Robert E. Lee because of vulgar defacing. 
Their policy would not allow 10 instances of vile profanity 
to be visible. The so called BLM crowd exposed themselves 
again when “National Geographic” could not print the work 
of BLM. Yes, the Truth is apparent for those willing to see. 
There’s one for the books or magazine!
Another apostate “reverend” - The Deep State hole is be-
yond return as demonstrated during the opening prayer for 
the 117th Congress. Ordained United Methodist Represen-
tative Emanuel Cleaver(D-MO) prays in the name of Hindu 
deity evoking more evil and confusion upon an already un-
godly bunch of baby killers. Is this “Amen and Awomen” 
blasphemy  acceptable to the Congress that is running this 
country? Voter fraud and lying to the American people is 
nothing compared to denying and insulting the one True and 
Living God.
Sign on the dotted line - January 2021 and hooray for Gov-
ernment-don’t-Care! Will, at last, hospitals be required to 
disclose privately negotiated charges with private health in-
surers? Maybe the patients can now know the cost of proce-
dures before signing to pay. Surely that’s the way reasonable 
people do business.
Dead people get money - Yep, that’s our Federal govern-
ment. They admit it with no embarrassment. COVID relief 
has sent money to, yes, dead people. And the living that 
deserve, have earned assistance but cannot get help until 
it’s too late. All that bureaucracy and red tape keeps deserv-
ing individuals from receiving benefits promised because of 
faithful duty and service to this country. On through the fog.

Joe and Kamala...
Enough Said!



IS GOD’S WORK IN YOUR WILL?
   “One of the most important documents a man ever signs is 
his Will. I can tell better what a man had in his heart by read-
ing his Will than I can by reading his obituary. His obituary 
tells the world what his friends thought of him; his Will re-
veals what he had in his heart.”  - A. M. Vollmer
For as (a man) thinketh in his heart, so is he- Proverbs 23:7. 

Out of (the heart) are the issues of life - Proverbs 4:23.
   A bequest in your Will to The Voice in the Wilderness, Inc. can 
assure that the outreach of this ministry at home and abroad will 
continue after you have gone to your eternal reward. Prayerfully 
consider us in your Estate Planning.

 Thank you!

The first book in the Bible, the Book of Beginnings, 
contains many “first mentions.”  Obviously, that 
would be the case and should demand a serious 
and sincere study of each “first mention” of these 
vital subjects. Genesis chapter one and verse 
one may very well be one of the, if not the most 
read verses in the Old Testament. Some will say, 
“Oh no, preacher, John 3:16 has been read more 
that Genesis 1:1.”  However, that is not my point 
of discussion here. I will emphatically state that 
nowhere in all of man’s religion and rumination 
is the absolute origin of the universe, space 
and time, by God’s special creation expounded 
and expanded. Space (the heaven), time (the 
beginning), and matter (the earth) are all “FIRSTS.”  
God mentions this “first.”  Big Bang, evolutionism, 
paganism, pantheism, naturalism, nor any man-
made godism (little “g”) gives the “first” In the 
beginning GOD.  God said Let there be light not so 
HE could see what HE was doing, but graciously so 
we could see what GOD is doing. When Adam and 
Eve sinned against God, they fabricated skimpy 
fig-leaf aprons to cover their nakedness.  The first 
man and the first woman are naked before God. 
Now in “first mention” God considers clothing so 
crucial and these fig-leaf aprons so useless that 
the “first” shedding of blood, the “first” physical 
death, the “first” substitutionary atonement, the 
“first” sacrifice of the innocent, is required to 
cover not partially but to completely cover their 
nakedness.  God clothed them in coats of skins. 
Not fig-leaf bikinis, not bare-legged Bermudas, not 

The Constitution Defender
Never has there been a more urgent time to 

learn the Constitution!
Request a copy of 

The Constitution Defender
and schedule 

The Constitution Defender Rally 
in your church and school.

THE PRINCIPLE 
OF FIRST MENTION

curse-hugging, sensual, man-made for lustful, 
almost naked, but “first”—innocent, blood-
shedding, death inflicting atonement to cover 
their wicked nakedness. Mind you, nakedness 
that caused the pure, impeccable Lamb of God 
to hang naked on a tree that we might be clothed 
in HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS.  

2021 may be the “First” time you consider this 
type of Bible Study. When God “first mentions” 
a subject in Scripture, He is giving the founda-
tion of understanding. It is from this “First men-
tion” God will guide us through REVELATION to 
make clear HIS mind on that specific subject. 
From “first mention,” context and through the 
whole of Scripture, the Holy Spirit will guide you 
into all Truth. Begin your study habits with these 
Scriptures:

John 16:13; II Tim. 2:15; Matt. 6:33
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Reading and Studying -

 Is it Lost?

Over 11,000 Scriptures Ready to Mail
Will You Help?

Have you lost it? Did you ever have it? Can you develop it? The ability to read, and not just read, but read to study, read to compre-
hend, read to critique, read to learn has certainly revolutionized our created world. Satan himself attacked the perfect words of God in 
Genesis when he beguiled Eve. Those precious words of the Life-giver were penned and secured for all eternity with the direct warning 
in its conclusion to not “take away from the words of the book.” These very words, if read, studied, and shared can bring untold millions 
to everlasting salvation. The power of the most read, treasured and historically preserved Word has not only realized Heaven for every 
accepting man but secured freedom, morality, uprightness, integrity and countless characteristics in our own American homeland. For 
many in early history, the Bible was the only source for reading. Not only was it read, but memorized and employed. Its words estab-
lished rudimentary education (The New England Primer) and its spirit and truth formed the great documents of our nation (Mayflower 
Compact, Declaration, Preamble, Constitution).  These developments were influenced by one simple yet inherently important action 
- reading! Yet today, while reading still occurs prolifically, a simplistic strain has invaded the process. If 12 minutes per day completes 
reading the entire Bible in a year, why then have only 9% of Americans read the Bible and 50% of all “Christians” (a broad and inclusive 
categorization) admit to only having read little to none of the Bible? To have been the most formative foundation for persons and na-
tions, why is it so neglected today? The Bible is available, now, not only in print, but in countless digital formats. The large King James 
Family Bibles are scarce, yet it can still be kept in the apron pocket as in days of old through tech devices. The average Christian living 
or devotional book may take 2.5 hours to read, but, in contrast, the American founders regularly consumed works such as Montes-
quieu’s The Spirit of the Laws, which would challenge the most ardent student over a twenty-four hour span. In this twenty-first century 
drive-thru, blog, and podcast era, the average attention span is a mere eight seconds. Blog readers typically scan an article for a short 
15 seconds before skipping ahead. John Jay implored citizens to “read and to study the Constitution” so that they might know “when 
they [their rights] are violated and be the better prepared to defend and assert them.” The same warning must be lauded to believers 
today, not only for their Constitution, but also for those very Words of God. Read. Read substance. Read to learn. Study.


